


Defence Collective Singapore (DCS) champions our defence story through immersive galleries and engaging 
experiences, to inspire everyone to defend what it means to be Singaporeans: our home, our identity and our way 
of life. A defence-inspired museum collective, DCS pays homage to Singapore's resolve and determination, and 
its journey which has brought the nation to where it is today. The museums include Singapore Discovery Centre 
and Singapore Navy Museum.

ABOUT DEFENCE COLLECTIVE SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE DISCOVERY CENTRE 

SINGAPORE NAVY MUSEUM
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Hear the past, touch the present and see the future at Singapore Discovery Centre (SDC)! From discovering 
new perspectives about Singapore at interactive galleries: Through the Lens of Time and Sandbox, to 
dynamic activities such as laser tag and escape room - an exhilarating experience awaits you at SDC! 

Join the Singapore Navy Museum (SNM) on an enriching voyage through the rich history of the Republic 
of Singapore Navy (RSN), a Maritime Force for a Maritime Nation. Journey through the RSN's evolution and 
explore how it has played a critical role in keeping our waters safe and secure through immersive exhibits 
and artefacts - including original equipment from the RSN's Challenger-class submarine. 
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COMMEMORATIVE DAY: TOTAL DEFENCE DAY

Let’s come together to solidify our commitment to how we 

can keep Singapore strong! Singapore has come a long way, 

surpassing tribulations, and overcoming different hurdles during 

her journey forward to the thriving city that she is now. We look 

back on the 40th year of Total Defence by participating in various 

immersive activities to learn how to apply the six pillars of Total 

Defence and how we can play a part in the defence of Singapore.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the progress of 

Total Defence over the years and 

illustrate how it has contributed to 

our country’s development. 

2. Understand how the 6 pillars 

of Total Defence contribute to 

building a strong, safe and cohesive 

nation in the face of new threats. 

3. Instill a sense of confidence and 
commitment to Singapore and 

reflect how everyone has a part to 
play in Total Defence.

DURATION

3 hours (Inclusive of break) 

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 25 pax (per class)

Cohort visits are highly recommended.

SDC
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COMMEMORATIVE DAY: 

YEAR-END POST EXAMINATIONS PROGRAMME

Understanding Sustainability through play.  As Singapore works 

towards being a sustainable country in different aspects, students 

get to learn on how they can do their part in shaping Singapore’s 

sustainable future. Students will come together and express their 

inner creativity and innovations at our Year-End Post Examinations 

Programme!

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Appreciate how innovation has 

played a key role in shaping 

Singapore. 

2. Inspire students on how they 

can contribute to a future-ready 

Singapore. 

3. To adopt more environmentally-

conscious choices in the way they 

live, work and play.

DURATION

3 hours (Inclusive of break)  

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 25 pax (per class)

Cohort visits are highly recommended.

SDC
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COMMEMORATIVE DAY: 

RACIAL HARMONY (ASSEMBLY PROGRAMME)

This highly interactive programme aims to highlight the potential 

fault line of racial and religious relations in Singapore and 

therefore, the importance of maintaining racial harmony in our 

everyday lives. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Increase awareness of the fragility 

of Singapore’s racial and religious 

relations. 

2. Pledge how we can contribute to 

build a cohesive united Singapore 

regardless of race, language, or 

religion. 

DURATION

1 hour

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. One cohort (per session)

Max. Whole School (per session)

Showcasing our multicultural and inclusive society, 

the Racial Harmony (Assembly Programme) utilises 

current issues and developments in society to get 

the conversation going about racial and religious 

issues in Singapore. Through this faciliatated session, 

students will be encouraged to think about how they 

can contribute to maintaining our racial harmony in 

their everyday actions. 

OUTREACH DIGITAL
DIY

PACKAGE
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CONTEMPORARY SOURCES INVESTIGATORS (CSI): 

INCLUSIVITY

Be an active citizen by investigating contemporary issues in 

Singapore and designing solutions to resolve pertinent issues 

that challenge our nation!

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Investigate and evaluate 

information gathered from 

authentic sources within 

Singapore context. 

2. Explore how we can become active 

citizens and strong advocates for 

the addressed issue. 

3. Better understand and 

appreciate different perspectives, 

contemporary issues and current 

challenges to Singapore.

DURATION

3 hours (inclusive of break)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 25 pax (per session)

Max. 40 pax (per session)

Students will be introduced to a contemporary issue 

in Singapore. In teams, they will explore selected 

exhibits in Singapore Discovery Centre to gather 

additional information related to the issue. They will 

then interpret the sources and information collected 

as a whole, and piece together the different 

perspectives to form a well-rounded understanding 

of the issue. Finally, teams will devise relevant 

solutions to address the issue while simultaneously 

considering the different impacts that the proposed 

solutions will have on different members of society.

SDC
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OUR SG STORY GUIDED TOUR

Discover the Singapore Story and learn how challenges and 

crisis have shaped Singapore’s successes today. In addition, the 

guided tour also encourages participants to reflect on our role in 
Total Defence and reinforces our confidence in the future of our 
Little Red Dot.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Learn and appreciate the 

Singapore Story and how 

Singapore’s ‘Can-Do’ spirit has 

transformed our nation. 

2. Learn more about the importance 

of National Service and appreciate 

the role of the Singapore Armed 

Forces (SAF) in the defence of 

Singapore.

3. Discover insights into Singapore’s 

fundamentals, values and way of 

life. 

DURATION

3 hours (inclusive of break)

SDC GUIDED TOUR + NE FILM

Learn more about the challenges that Singapore has 

experiences and how it shaped our success today. Reflect 
on how everyone has a part to play in creating our future 

SG and to have confidence in thie Little Red Dot’s future. 
Students will be led through a multi-sensory experience 

that will engage their hearts and minds. 

SAFTI MI BUS TOUR

Hop onto our electric bus for an exclusive tour of SAFTI 

Military Institute - an 88-hectare training ground for 

officers-to-be. This closed facility will be available for our 
special tour and will offer a unique glimpse into the life 

of an officer cadet and will emphasise the importance of 
National Service. 

SDC
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LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!

Dive deeper into contemporary issues in Singapore through 

the mighty lens of locally-produced short films!
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Appreciate local youth 

productions and how they can be 

an effective medium to discuss 

contemporary issues in Singapore. 

2. Reflect on how one can contribute 
to Singapore’s future.

DURATION

1 hour

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 1 cohort

Max. Whole school

This programme leverages on high quality short 

films to facilitate the discussion and exploration of 
contemporary issues relevant to the current national 

landscape. These student-produced films are part 
of an annual collaboration between Singapore 

Discovery Centre and local polytechnics. There are 

various film titles to choose from and they can be 
classified into different categories – defence and 
security, racial harmony, globalization, inclusivity and 

familial ties.

OUTREACH DIGITAL
DIY

PACKAGE
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A GRAVE DISCOVERY

Delve deeper into Singapore’s past through an exciting journey 

exploring historic sites in and around Fort Canning!

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand and appreciate 

Singapore’s past through the 

exploration of significant historic 
sites and landmarks. 

2. Appreciate Singapore’s journey 

in becoming the successful and 

independent country that she is 

today.

DURATION

1.5 hours

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 35 pax (per session)

Max. 40 pax (per session)

Students will embark on a self-guided game-based 

outdoor trail which allows them to explore the 

significant historic sites and landmarks in and around 
Fort Canning. This trail will take them on a thrilling 

journey that requires them to put on their creative 

thinking caps to solve puzzles or complete challenges 

to navigate from one station to the next.

OUTREACH 
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YOURS, CULTURALLY

As a Singaporean, we often take the rich culture of Singapore 

for granted. Let's head back to these racial enclaves and 

recapture what makes Singapore unique. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Appreciate and embrace 

Singapore’s rich multi-cultural 

society. 

2. Understand the importance of racial 

harmony and social cohesion.

3. Foster teamwork and collaborative 

skills among participants.

DURATION

4 hours (inclusive of travelling time)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 25 pax (per session)

Max. 80 pax (per session)

Students will meet up with unique characters at 

various historical districts to complete challenges 

that are curated to test their understanding of the 

different facets of Singaporean cultures.

The challenges are designed to not only encourage 

an understanding of the different cultures in 

Singapore in terms of their unique food, festivals, 

and traditional games, but also to foster teamwork, 

communication and collaborative skills as teams 

must work together to complete the challenges. 

OUTREACH 
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QUEST FOR HARMONY

Go on a journey to understand more about the different 

religions in Singapore. Learn about their religious and cultural 

practices in a quest to celebrate our strength in diversity.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Appreciate the unity and diversity 

of multi-cultural society. 

2. Recognise the importance of 

maintaining the peace and 

prosperity of living in multicultural 

and multi-religious Singapore.

DURATION

4 hours (including travelling time)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 30 pax (per session)

Max. 120 pax (per session) Students will visit places of worship and meet religious 

leaders who will provide a tour as well as share greater 

insights into the history and cultural practices of the 

religion. Students are given an opportunity to interact with 

the religious leaders and cultivate deeper understanding 

of religions they may not be familiar with.  

At the end of the session, students will be encouraged to 

build respect and empathy for other races.  
 

Schools can choose up to 2 places of worship to visit. 

A list of locations will be provided upon enquiry.  

OUTREACH 
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QUEST ON WHEELS (BUS TOUR)

Uncover stories behind Singapore’s street names as participants 

journey to locations significant to our multicultural heritage. 
Teams will race their way through culturally rich and fascinating 

sights of interest in Singapore while completing stimulating 

puzzles and challenges in order get clues to locate the hidden 

treasure buried under one of the many streets in Singapore.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Appreciate diversity in Singapore. 

2. Understand the importance of 

maintaining racial and religious 

harmony in our diverse society.

3. Recognise the importance of 

teamwork and problem-solving 

skills.

DURATION

3 hours

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 20 pax (per session)

Max. 80 pax (per session)

• Interactive and game-based activities at the  

 various locations when participants alight from the bus 

• Focuses on stories behind street names in Singapore

OUTREACH 
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SIMSG EXPRESS

Role-play as mayors of Singapore districts and immerse 

yourselves in this game-based programme! Exercise good 

governance as you plan and build your district - managing 

your limited land space effectively. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Explore issues related to the 

governance of Singapore. 

2. Appreciate competing priorities in 

policymaking and decision-making 

for Singapore’s development and 

progress.

DURATION

3 hours (inclusive of break)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 4 class (per session)

Max. 8 classes (per session)

Students will work in teams to play this game. Each 

round of the game requires teams to collect and 

manage various resources to develop their districts. 

As the gameplay reflects Singapore’s development 
over various decades, teams must decide on the 

relevant infrastructure to construct to maximise 

the potential of their districts in that era. Teams 

must strategise to avoid receiving penalties for 

water security issues. The team that manages their 

resources most effectively wins the game.

OUTREACH 
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FUTURE OF FOOD

How does a small country secure its food needs? 

Come join us as we explore just how Singapore has planned 

to feed its citizens and what we can do to contribute to our 

food security. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the efforts Singapore 

is putting in, to secure our food 

needs. 

2. Encourage a culture of sustainability 

and be empowered to take 

personal responsibility as active 

citizens.

DURATION

3 hours (inclusive of break)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 25 pax (per class)

Max. 40 pax (per class)

 • Go on an eco-trail of SDC’s very own green initiatives –  

  Urban Garden and Aqua Organic System

 • Get a first-hand experience of some of our local produce

 • Understand better how Singapore is working to secure  

  our food security

 • Design a possible solution to contribute to SG’s 30 

  by 30 goal

SDC
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WATT’S NEXT?

Join us as we investigate how Singapore is going green with 

renewable energy! Step up as active citizens and design 

solutions to resolve this current global issue. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the efforts Singapore 

is putting in, to go green and 

employ renewable energy. 

2. Encourage a culture of sustainability 

and be empowered to take 

personal responsibility as active 

citizens.

DURATION

3 hours (inclusive of break)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 25 pax (per class)

Max. 40 pax (per class)

 • Go on an eco-trail of SDC’s very own green initiatives –  

  Solar Panels

 • Investigate how some renewable energy sources work

 • Understand better how Singapore employs renewable  

  energy and its impact on us

 • Design a possible solution to address an energy  

  concern of today

SDC
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UNDER SIEGE

Students will engage in an in-centre game-based workshop 

to uncover the meaning of SG-Secure key messages of 

Staying United, Staying Alert and Staying Strong. Through the 

scenario-driven role-playing games, students come to realise 

the dangers of self-radicalisation and learn how citizens can all 

play an active role in anti-terrorism.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand how preserving peace 

and stability in Singapore always 

relies on everyone playing an active 

role and exercising Total Defence. 

2. Uncover the meaning of Staying 

United, Staying Alert and Staying 

Strong in the SG-Secure Framework.

DURATION

2.5 hours (inclusive of break)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 24 Pax (per session)

Max. 40 Pax (per session)

Each session can accommodate up to 

1 class of students.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES / FILM 

Students will be introduced to the SG-Secure framework 

and uncover the meaning of key messages of Staying 

United, Staying Alert and Staying Strong. Students will 

have the opportunity to watch a film which highlights the 
dangers of self-radicalisation. 

LASER TAG 

Students will have the opportunity to engage in an 

exhilarating game of laser tag. The laser tag gameplay 

demonstrates how Staying Alert and Staying Strong 

through a terrorist attack scenario can make a difference 

and exemplify how citizens can play an active role in 

countering terrorism.

SDC
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COMMITMENT TO DEFENCE AMBASSADORS (C2DA) 

ENGAGEMENT

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand how maintaining a 

strong SAF is key to safeguarding 

Singapore’s sovereignty and 

interests. 

2. Recognising how everyone 

has a part to play in sustaining 

Singapore’s peace and stability.

DURATION

1 hour - 1.5 hours (Inclusive of Q&A)  

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 1 class

Max. 1 assembly

C2DA engagement is an outreach programme where 

students get to meet and interact in person or virtually with 

Commitment to Defence Ambassadors (C2DA) - veteran 

soldiers who have served on key military operations and 

played an active role in preserving peace and security in 

Singapore and beyond.

Schools can choose one of the five topics for the 
engagement: 

• Konfrontasi

• Total Defence

• Importance of National Service 

• 1964 Racial Riots

• Overseas Missions

OUTREACH DIGITAL
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NATIONAL EDUCATION FACILITATORS (NEF) 

ENGAGEMENT

The National Education Facilitators (NEF) programme was 

established in 1993 and taps on Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) 

regulars to share on current SAF capabilities and operations 

as well as Singapore’s position on key issues concerning 

our security, for example, during bilateral disputes. Through 

cohort-based assembly talks covering a range of topics related 

to Total Defence, National Service (NS) and defence-related 

matters, students can attain a deeper understanding on the 

role of the SAF, as well as gain exposure to key geo-political 

issues and threats facing Singapore.  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. To understand the role of the SAF 

and how individuals can play their 

part in defending Singapore. 

2. To sensitise students on key 

geo-political issues, threats and 

challenges to Singapore.

3. To understand the importance of 

a strong SAF, and the importance 

of NS.

DURATION

45 mins – 1 hour

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Max. 1 assembly

The National Education Facilitators are well-equipped 

to share regarding topics concerning Singapore’s 

security and the current SAF capabilities. The sharing 

by NEFs can also be tailored to suit the learning 

needs of schools. Some of the highly requested topics 

include:  

Ops experiences and his/her day-to-day role in the SAF

Importance of Total Defence with emphasis on Military 

Defence

Importance of National Service

Geo-political environment, and its impact on Singapore 

(Eg: Singapore-Malaysia dispute)  
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OPERATION TRIPLE THREAT

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Appreciate the evolving nature of 

security threats and understand 

how everyone has a part to play in 

defending Singapore.

2. Learn about Singapore’s 

history from a defence-centric 

perspective.

DURATION

2.5 hours – 3 hours  

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 35 pax (per session)

Max. 120 pax (per session)

Embark on a self-directed game-based outdoor trail and 

role-play as investigators who need to decipher clues and 

visit historic sites to foil a bomb threat!

Participants will embark on a self-directed game-based 

outdoor trail and role-play as investigators on a mission to 

foil a bomb threat by deciphering clues and visiting four 

to six different historic sites that are suspected to be the 

possible location of the soon-to-happen bomb blast. The 

sites include, but are not limited to, Padang, Central Fire 

Station and Cenotaph. Using the clues obtained at each 

site, participants will learn about Singapore’s defence 

history and the complex nature of modern security 

threats that demands citizens to play a more active role.

OUTREACH 
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READY & DECISIVE (GAME-BASED PROGRAMME)

Join us on an immersive guided tour from past to present and 

learn about events which shaped Singapore’s National Service 

and defence philosophy through a  short film.

Undergo training in the Black Lake Laser Battlefield before 
getting drawn into the mysteries behind the Black Lake Facility 

to find out the fate of five brave soldiers who were on a top-
secret military reconnaissance mission.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Experience Singapore’s rich history 

and heritage and learn about how 

the country bounced back from 

past adversities.

2. Understand the importance 

of leadership, team work and 

communication.

3. Encourage participants to work 

together for a common goal.

4. Reflect on their role in keeping 
Singapore safe.

DURATION

3 hours

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 20 pax

Option 1: Black Lake Laser Battlefield 
(Laser Tag) - 60 pax

Option 2: Black Lake Facility (Escape 

Room) - 120 pax  

Option 3: Black Lake Laser Battlefield 
(Laser Tag) & Black Lake Facility 

(Escape Room) - 50 pax

 • Discover new stories and perspectives about  

 Singapore while embarking on an immersive journey  

 from past to present on our gallery tour.

 • Watch a short film which gives a portrait of the early  
 years of the Singapore Army through the personal  

 accounts of Singapore Armed Forces veterans who  

 served in the 1960s.

 • Pit their skills against each other in teams at the Black  

 Lake Laser Battlefield, with scenarios testing their ability to  
 be vigilant and resilient.

 • A multi-sensorial escape room adventure across 13  

 rooms and 4 story chapters in the Black Lake Facility.

   Programme consists of:

 a. Singapore Historic Events - Guided tour of “Through  

 the Lens of Time” and “Sandbox” galleries

 b. Our NS Beginnings - Screening of short film “Blood,  
 Sweat, Tears”

 c. Choice of

 Option 1: Black Lake Laser Battlefield (Laser Tag) 

 Option 2: Black Lake Facility (Escape Room) 

 Option 3: Black Lake Laser Battlefield (Laser Tag) & Black  
 Lake Facility (Escape Room)

SDC
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• The Black Lake Laser Battlefield is the first in Singapore 
to feature cutting-edge revolutionary projection 

mapping. Participants can experience a battlefield 
with interactive changeable combat simulations, and 

experience different “worlds” (i.e post-apocalyptic, sci-

fi) and/or different environment (i.e space/jungle/urban) 
during their gameplay in the arena.

• Embark on a multi-sensorial escape room adventure 

across 13 rooms and 4 story chapters in the Black Lake 

Facility. The use of smart technology such as motion 

sensors, touch sensors and UV lighting in its puzzle pieces 

gives participants an out-of-the-world escape room 

experience.

BLACK LAKE SERIES

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the importance 

of leadership, team work and 

communication.

2. Encourage participants to work 

together for a common goal.

3. Reflect on their role in keeping 
Singapore safe.

DURATION

3 hours  

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 20 pax

Max. 50 pax

Undergo training in the Black Lake Laser Battlefield before 
getting drawn into the mysteries behind the Black Lake 

Facility to find out the fate of five brave soldiers who were 
on a top-secret military reconnaissance mission.

SDC
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BRAVO ZULU

Dive into the Singapore Navy Museum and learn more about 

our maritime history, the roles and responsibilities of the 

Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN) and the importance of 

safeguarding our waters.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. To understand how trade started and 

how it became a bustling trade port.

2. To understand how busy the 

Singapore Strait is and why it is 

important to keep it safe.

3. To learn about the dilemmas 

and tensions during a maritime 

contestation.

4. To appreciate the role of RSN in 

safeguarding Singapore waters.

5. To understand why building strong 

global and regional friendships 

is important in protecting our 

maritime nation.

DURATION

2 hours

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 30 pax (2 classes)

Max. 200 pax (4 classes)

Working in groups, students are to locate challenge 

stations within the Singapore Navy Museum and 

complete a variety of team-based activities. Each 

station will have a facilitator who will share some 

insights about the RSN and guide the students into 

completing the Navy-related activity.

SNM
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MISSION IMPOS-SEA-BLE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the various roles and 

responsibilities of the Singapore 

Navy.

2. Appreciate the importance of 

the maritime domain and the 

corresponding need for a strong 

and capable Navy to ensure the 

safety and security of Singapore’s 

waters.

DURATION

2 hours 

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 30 pax (per session)

Max. 80 pax (per session)

Embark on a mission of exploration and discovery at the 

Singapore Navy Museum where you will gain valuable 

knowledge about our maritime history and a navy officer’s 
life at sea.

Students will learn more about our maritime history 

and the unique aspects of the Singapore Navy which 

will encourage them to appreciate the roles and 

responsibilities of the Singapore Navy in keeping our 

Singapore waters safe and secure. This also includes a 

guided exploration of the Singapore Navy Museum.

SNM
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N.E.MAZING RACE

Put your teamwork to the test in this highly engaging race! 

Students will be tested on their ability to communicate 

effectively and work together to complete a series of team 

challenges and emerge as champions.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Learn the importance of teamwork 

and effective communication in 

achieving a common goal.

2. Strengthen the rapport and 

camaraderie among peers.

DURATION

3 hours (exclusive of break)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 100 pax (per session)

Max. 300 pax (per session)

Working in groups, students are to locate challenge 

stations within Singapore Discovery Centre and complete 

a variety of team-based activities. The team that completes 

the race with the highest score and best timing wins.

The challenges were inspired by the hard work of 

our forefathers and the people who helped to build 

Singapore, such as, the samsui women and coolies.

SDC
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ORIENTATION DAY

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. To acquaint the students with 

their classmates and provide 

an opportunity to forge new 

friendships.

2. To appreciate the importance 

of trust, communication, and 

effective division of labour 

in maximising efficiency and 
producing results.

3. To foster greater innovation and 

collaboration within the team.

DURATION

3 hours (exclusive of breaks)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 1 Cohort (per session)

Max. Whole School (per session) 

Specially curated for school’s new intakes. Students will be 

tested on their ability to communicate and collaborate with 

their team while they complete a series of challenges.  

Working in groups, students are to locate different 

stations within Singapore Discovery Centre and complete 

a variety of team-based activities.  

Through these highly interactive activities, students 

will engage with current issues such as citizenship and 

sustainability as well as encounter various milestones of 

Singapore’s development.  

SDC
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EDUCATORS’ RETREAT

Singapore Discovery Centre opens its doors to schools who 

would like to hold their retreat away from school. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Encourage staff bonding and team 

building. 

2. Understand the importance of 

National Education and learn to 

appreciate how far Singapore 

has come, celebrating her unique 

culture through a series of activities.

DURATION

Half-day and full-day packages 

available

Work with our programmers to plan a fun and enriching 

day our for your staff or book venues to conduct your own 

meetings and activities. Make full use of our resources, venues 

and the relaxing vie wof our lake as you work and plan. 

Resources available:

- Permanent Exhibits Gallery

- Escape Room

- Laser Tag

- Paintball and more

Have a fun and engaging day at SDC with our wide range 

of facilities and NE resources!

SDC
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SG THROUGH ART

Have a fun and engaging day exploring public art found at 

various heritage sites! 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Encourage staff bonding through 

an outdoor activity. 

2. Appreciate our diverse cultures 

through experiencing the exciting 

world of art and murals.

3. Explore the rich history and 

heritage of Singapore.

DURATION

4 hours (including travelling time)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

40 pax

Learn more about the history embodied in some of 

our heritage-rich locations through the writings on the 

wall. The recent flourishing of murals and public art in 
Singapore help to tell the Singapore story in a fresh 

and relevant manner. 

Free and easy time will also be dedicated for 

participants to do self-exploration of the sites and to 

try some of the yummy delights. 

Choose 2 Venues:

• Chinatown

• Kampung Glam

• Little India
OUTREACH 
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FAMILY DAYS AND CARNIVALS

From corporate family day, staff appreciation day to anniversary 

celebration, reach out to us to bring the fun to you!
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Company’s appreciation to their 

workforce and clients while 

encouraging social interaction. 

2. Opportunity for employees to 

engage with each other in more 

enjoyable level, outside of office.

DURATION

4 hours - half day

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

100 - 2,500pax

Gather the whole company for a day of fun at SDC! Add 

some colours to the usual work routine and give a boost 

to your employees’ work-life balance by organising a 

Family Day or Staff Appreciation Day out at SDC. 

SDC customizes and proposes suitable activities and 

entertainment to suit your needs. We guarantee a 

memorable day for your company filled with fun games 
and recreational activities, food stalls, and more!

SDC
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KIDS’ PARTY 

Throwing a party for your child? Come discover the best kids’ 

party packages that Singapore Discovery Centre has to offer!
DURATION

3 hours

11:00am - 2:00pm or 3:00pm - 6:00pm

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Up to 10 pax

ROARSOME PARTY PACKAGE:

• Customised E-invitation card 

• Exclusive use of party space for 2 hours

• Birthday backdrop

• 1-Hour Escape Room* OR Laser Tag 

• Party favours for each child

• Snacks and Drinks

SUPAWRIOR PARTY PACKAGE

• Customised E-invitation card 

• Exclusive use of party space for 3 hours

• Birthday backdrop and decoration at party space

• 1-Hour Escape Room* OR Laser Tag OR NERF (choose 2) 

• Party favours for each child

• Snacks and Drinks

• Meet and Greet Singapaw Mascot

• Movie/Film Night

SDC
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Choose a team and a blaster before facing off against other 

teams in various game plays that are designed to bond your 

team together.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Build communication skills and 

teamwork through experiential 

game play with real ballistic 

projectile.

DURATION

120 mins (includes briefing, training, 
and prize presentation)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 30 pax

Max. 60 pax

Choose a blaster before facing off against other 

teams in various game plays that are designed to 

bond your team together. Various tactical game play 

modes ensure that no two matches are ever the same. 

Strategise, shoot, win, but don't get eliminated! 

Game Highlights:

• 5 versus 5 game play (up to 3 substitutes)

• Fast and exciting elimination style matches

• 4 Game modes to choose from

• Fully facilitatedSDC

NERF TACTICAL XPERIENCE
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CAPTAIN’S CONQUEST

Invited by the town’s most infamous retired Admiral, get ready to 

embark on an expedition to retrieve stolen treasures of the Navy.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. To work together as a crew to 

complete the tasks.

2. Bond as a team and know each 

crew mate better.

3. Learn more about the skills and 

knowledge of seafarers past and 

present.

DURATION

3 hours (includes briefing and 
debriefing)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 40 pax

Max. 60 pax

You and your crew have been invited by the town’s most 

infamous retired Admiral to embark on an expedition to 

retrieve stolen treasures of the Navy. Standing in your 

path lies the deadly mythical creature, Kraken.

The Crew’s Mission:

Work together to over challenges to defeat 8 tentacles 

of the Kraken.

Learn about and demonstrate skills and knowledge of 

seafarers past and present.

SNM
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ESCAPE QUEST

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Explore SDC facilities indoor and 

outdoor in a race to decipher 

codes, open locks and solve 

puzzles in 60min or less.

2. Suitable for teams of 6 to 8, 

players put together teamwork, 

problem solving skills and race 

towards a common goal.

DURATION

1.5 hours (includes briefing and 
debriefing)

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 30 pax

Max. 400 pax 

Get all the excitement of an escape room and opportunities 

to solve puzzles while exploring the indoors and outdoors of 

Singapore Discovery Centre!

Through some combination of reality, fate, and 

randomness, you have found yourself here. 

We now offer you a path towards wisdom. If you have the 

patience and dedication, are you up to the test? 

We have left a series of clues in various sites around 

the NE façade of SDC. They may seem obscure and 

disconnected at first glance, but study them closely!

SDC
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FALLEN DRAGON’S LOST TREASURE

(VIRTUAL – GAME-BASED)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Appreciate Singapore’s heritage 

and beginnings as a diverse 

society. 

2. Appreciate the transformation of 

Singapore into a modern city.

3. Understand the stories and history 

behind street names in Singapore.

4. Recognise the importance of 

teamwork and problem-solving 

skills.

DURATION

1.5 hours

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 20 pax (per facilitator)

Max. 40 pax (per facilitator)

Fallen Dragon’s Lost Treasure is an exciting fast-paced 

teambuilding activity which takes participants on an adventure 

with a thrilling storyline. Teams will race their way through 

culturally rich and fascinating sights of interest in Singapore 

in order to obtain clues to locate the hidden treasure buried 

under one of the many streets in Singapore.

• Interactive and game-based activities - stimulating  

 puzzles, challenges on google maps and navigating  

 roadblocks

• Encourages team work, creativity and problem- 

 solving

DIGITAL
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VIRTUAL ESCAPE ROOM - FINAL BOARDING CALL 

(VIRTUAL – GAME-BASED) 

An unknown virus is spreading rapidly across the globe causing 

unexplainable changes to humans. Roleplay as an agent to 

further investigate the cause of the virus and develop a vaccine. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Staying committed and united to 

ensure environmental sustainability 

in order to enhance Singapore’s 

survivability. 

2. Collaboration, communication 

and planning is key in achieving 

excellence.

DURATION

1.5 hours

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 20 pax (per facilitator)

Max. 40 pax (per facilitator)

Using a game-based learning format, participants 

will embark on a virtual journey around the world, 

where their wits will be put to the test. Each team of 

5 players will compete in real-time in a virtual escape 

room setting where participants will need to use clues 

in the story to solve multiple puzzles of varying formats 

in order to complete the mission before time runs out.  

DIGITAL
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VIRTUAL ESCAPE ROOM - FACELESS DANGER 

(VIRTUAL – GAME-BASED) 

The escape of a terror network leader has got Adam, a 

journalist digging. He realises there is more than meets the 

eyes as he investigates the story and uncovers secrets to the 

terror network.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the importance of the 

role of individuals in digital defence. 

2. Discover complexities of regional 

security threats such as terrorism.

3. Collaboration, communication 

and planning is key in achieving 

excellence.

DURATION

1.5 hours

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 20 pax (per facilitator)

Max. 40 pax (per facilitator)

Using a game-based learning format, participants will 

work in teams of 5 to make use of clues in the story 

to solve multiple puzzles to escape the virtual escape 

room before time runs out.

DIGITAL
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COUNTER-TERRORISM PAINTBALL

(GAME-BASED PROGRAMME)

Learn about the rising terror threats around the world, the region 

and Singapore. 

Participants will then engage in paintball game play, pitting their 

skills against each other in teams, with scenarios testing their 

ability to be vigilant and resilient using SGSecure techniques (e.g. 

Run, Hide, Tell). 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the importance 

of leadership, team work and 

communication.

2. Encourage participants to work 

together for a common goal.

3. Learn how to respond in times of 

crisis and reflect on their role in 
keeping Singapore safe.

DURATION

3 hours

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 24 pax (per session)

Max. of 40 pax (per session)

 • Game-based learning 

 • Multi-tiered paintball arena

 • Fosters team work and planning of tactics

SDC
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OUTBREAK

(WORKSHOP – CRISIS SIMULATION PROGRAMME)

Singapore faces an epidemic outbreak of 3 different strains of a 

contagious virus and it has spread across the different regions 

of the country. Before it gets out of control, the participants will 

be racing against time to discover the cure for all the viruses 

while preventing further outbreaks in the community.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Learn about Singapore’s journey 

through the different global crises 

and how we managed to bounce 

back from these adversities.

2. Understand the importance of 

teamwork and problem- solving 

skills.

3. Improve communication 

effectiveness in a team.

DURATION

2.5 hours

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 25 pax

Max. 120 pax

 • Collaborative Board Game (Singapore-themed)

 • Fosters team work and decision-making

OUTREACH SDC
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 • Collaborative Board Game (Singapore-themed)

 • Fosters team work and decision-making

BESEIGED 

(WORKSHOP – CRISIS SIMULATION PROGRAMME)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Appreciate Singapore’s peace 

and not take our sovereignty for 

granted.

2. Understand the importance of 

decision-making and problem- 

solving skills.

3. Improve communication 

effectiveness in a team knowing 

that individual decisions could 

affect everyone else.

DURATION

2.5 hours  

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 20 pax (per session)

Max. 120 pax (per session)

Set during wartime, participants will need to survive through 

days and nights full of unexpected events. Their fate lies in 

the decisions they make along the way as they try to gather 

enough resources and avoid afflictions to successfully see 
the end of the war.

OUTREACH SDC
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OPERATION TRIPLE THREAT

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Appreciate the evolving nature of 

security threats and understand 

how everyone has a part to play in 

defending Singapore.

2. Learn about Singapore’s 

history from a defence-centric 

perspective.

DURATION

2.5 hours – 3 hours  

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS

Min. 35 pax (per session)

Max. 120 pax (per session)

Embark on a self-directed game-based outdoor trail and 

role-play as investigators who need to decipher clues and 

visit historic sites to foil a bomb threat!

Participants will embark on a self-directed game-based 

outdoor trail and role-play as investigators on a mission to 

foil a bomb threat by deciphering clues and visiting four 

to six different historic sites that are suspected to be the 

possible location of the soon-to-happen bomb blast. The 

sites include, but are not limited to, Padang, Central Fire 

Station and Cenotaph. Using the clues obtained at each 

site, participants will learn about Singapore’s defence 

history and the complex nature of modern security 

threats that demands citizens to play a more active role.

OUTREACH 
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Black Lake Laser 
Battlefield

XD Theatre

The XD Theatre, boasting advance 
technology in 4D simulation rides, 
features thrilling films such as 
Sky Hunt 4D, Pinocchio and Dino Safari.

PEG Guided Tour

Journey through time to 
experience the evolution of 
Singapore and discover how we 
triumphed through tumultuous 
times and turned challenges into 
opportunities, guided by the 
Singapore Spirit that continues to 
shape us today.

Experience the brand-new laser 
tag attraction, featuring cutting-
edge immersive projection 
mapping technologies deployed 
for the first time in Singapore. 
Gear up with your family and 
friends for an adventure and feel 
the adrenaline rush!

Permanent Exhibits 
Gallery – Through the 
Lens of Time

Step into an all new immersive 
and interactive journey 
of The Singapore Story. 
Explore and be intrigued 
by new perspectives of key 
moments in our nation’s 
past through the use of 
enhanced technology such as 
Augmented Reality (AR).

ATTRACTIONS & 
TOURS



iWERKS Theatre

Equipped with a five-storey 
high screen, this 344-seater 
theatre invites you to a truly 
cinematic and realistic sensory 
experience.

Eco-Sustainability Tours

Enjoy a fully sensorial eco-
sustainability tour around SDC. 
Learn about our solar panel 
installations and learn more 
about herbs and greens at the 
urban garden.

Black Lake Facility

Singapore’s largest multi-
storey escape room attraction, 
covering 13 rooms across four 
themed chapters intertwined 
in one story. Unravel the 
story and get drawn into the 
mysteries!

43

SAFTI MI BUS TOUR

Hop onto our electric bus for an 
exclusive tour of SAFTI Military 
Institute around the 88-hectare 
training ground for  
officers-to-be.

Crossfire Paintball
Aim, Squeeze and Fire! 
Battle it out with your 
friends at Singapore’s 
first multi-tiered 
Paintball arena! Lane Shooting and 
Team Play available. 
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SINGAPORE NAVY MUSEUM

CAPTAIN’S CONQUEST

BRAVO ZULU!

SILENT WATERS

The SNM offers a line-up of captivating and immersive programmes that 

are set to provide participants with valuable educational experiences. 

From embarking on daring expeditions to unravelling the mysteries of the 

deep sea, these activities will offer participants a unique opportunity to 

delve into the rich history and fascinating world of the Navy.

Participants will embark on a daring quest to retrieve 

stolen treasures of the Navy and face off against a 

deadly mythical creative, the Kraken. They will gain a 

deeper understanding of the knowledge and expertise 

required by seafarers, both past and present.

In this activity, participants will embark on an activity-

based guided tour that takes them on a captivating 

journey through SNM. This educational and interactive 

experience offers a unique perspective on the 

challenges faced by RSN.

Through a combination of theoretical knowledge and 

hands-on activities, participants will gain an in-depth 

understanding of life aboard a submarine and the 

intricate workings of this silent yet lethal machine that 

plays a crucial role in defending Singapore.
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OUR TEAM

CORPORATE PROGRAMMES

SCHOOL PROGRAMMES
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VENUES AT SINGAPORE DISCOVERY CENTRE

Planning a school event or function? At Singapore Discovery Centre, we go beyond just providing our unique spaces 

for your event. With our dedicated and experienced Account Managers, we ensure that your event will be a successful 

and memorable one.

Treat our spaces as blank canvases that hold endless possibilities when it comes to catering for your event’s every need. 

Singapore Discovery Centre has excellent indoor and outdoor venues that are ideal for a wide variety of events such as 

sports day, school festivals, seminars, trainings and more.

FUNCTION ROOM

LOYALTY / CONFIDENCE / UNITY CLASSROOMS CONCOURSE

DISCOVERY HALL
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CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP (SCHOOL)

*Additional Card Fee at $300 per card

MEMBER BENEFITS

Member Rates for All 

Educational Programmes, 

Events, Commemorative Days, 

Student Camps and School 

Staff Retreats.

Free redemption of up to  

4x iWERKS Blockbuster 

2D / 3D movie tickets per 

card per day

Free redemption of 4x XD 

Theatre Ride per card per day 

(subject to the minimum 1.2m 

height requirement)

Redeem one complimentary resource per 

membership year upon sign up.

• Our Singapore Stories Film (DIY resources, 2 Films)

Redeem one complimentary resource per membership 

year with minimum 200 students’ participation in any 

SDC’s In-centre Educational Programme.

• Our Singapore Stories Film (Facilitated at School,  

1 Film)

*Additional Card Fee at $300 per card

Each card is entitled to 

• 4x FREE admission tickets to Singapore 
Discovery Centre’s Permanent Exhibits Gallery 

• 4x FREE admission tickets to SAFTI MI Bus Tour  
(subject to availability) for every visit 

1-YEAR

MEMBERSHIP AT $350 
2-YEAR

MEMBERSHIP AT $600 

For more information, please email education@sdc.com.sg.

MEMBER DISCOUNTS

XD THEATRE 

RIDE

PEG TICKETS  

(additional tickets for
Non-Singaporeans)

(including ‘Living Green’ 
Eco Tour)

GUIDED TOUR

20%
DISCOUNT CROSSFIRE 

PAINTBALL

LASER

TAG

ESCAPE

ROOM

SHOP 

@SDC

CAFE

10%
DISCOUNTARCHERY 

TAG



BOOKING INFORMATION

Prior bookings are encouraged for schools who intend to visit SDC and 

SNM. Please note that the Permanent Exhibits Gallery (PEG) and school 

programmes are very popular with students, especially during peak periods 

such as NE Commemorative Days and post-exams.   
          

It is recommended that schools should enquire and book at least 1 month ahead of 

the intended date of visit to avoid disappointment.      
           

For customised programmes or special events which your schools wishes to invite SDC and 

SNM to be your choice Learning Journey partner, a preliminary meeting should be arranged 

as early as possible.                               

Our friendly Account Manager(s) will be happy to advise you with suitable programmes 

and assist with the booking process. Kindly contact them to make a reservation.                        

Please visit SDC and SNM websites for more details on our school programmes 

and the latest updates on our exciting calendar of events.

For enquiries and / or booking of educational programmes, please

email us at education@defencecollectivesg.com.


